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The Blue Army
In the spring of 1947, Father Harold V. Colgan of Plainfield, New Jersey,
began the BLUE ARMY —a movement of prayer and devotion to Our Lady of
Fatima. Favored by Our Lady, the BLUE ARMY has spread fromasingle

parish church to become the largest Fatima organization in the world today.
Within three years, the movement attracted three million members, but by 1953,
that figure had skyrocketed to over five million followers in thirty-three countries.
To join the BLUE ARMY, no dues are required.

Merely obtain and sign a

pledge, writing the Blue Army Headquarters, Ave Maria Institute, Washington,
New Jersey. The rewards for membership include countless spiritual benefits,
peace of soul, the conversion of Russia, and world peace.
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A social climber founders

by Diane Cross

@ Dottie smiled at herself in the
coffee-table glass. She dusted the

because of Jim. She loved Jim and
his ideals and hopes, and yes, oh

Ronson table lighter and replaced

yes, his military career. It was just

it.
Then her view ricocheted
around the room, and she decided
that she liked the quarters very

that they had had suchastruggle
at first. Some of the places they
had lived in—efficiency apartments, tiny frame houses, and once,
oh bitter memory, a trailer house.
All that was over now, though, and

much, especially since all the fur-

niture had been moved in. The
big window invited her to look out.
She gazed at the regimental row

nounced her husband’s name with
the elite title, General James Barton. It is a good sound, Dottie decided, smiling in her thoughts.
A screeching noise reached her
ears, and a big yellow school bus
stopped at the curb, and, like a

child’s broken candy-sack, dropped

she would never think of it again.

off two little jelly beans, Timmy
time, and they had been attending a vacation school on the base.
Dottie looked at her two children
with pride and sighed in gratitude
that they would be able to grow
up among the children of generals

thought Dottie. This is where Jim

But some of the people with whom
they had had to associate! Reserve
officers with no ambition and their
complaining, homesick wives.
Wives. Mere children who drank
beer and played poker. Dottie
shuddered involuntarily. At last
Jim had got promoted out of that

and I belong.

low-grade social class.

of rock houses

across

from

her

own smaller, but nevertheless rock,
house. Tiny signs trumpeted the
occupants’ names and, what was
more, their ranks. Colonel, Colonel,
Lieutenant Colonel
—nothing lower than light colonels in this area,

She was happy now, but she had
been miserable for so many years,

ever since she had married Jim
nine years ago, she guessed. Not

2

He was a

major now and aide-de-camp to
General Brian Maxwell, Commander of the base.

That was a nice

name, Brian Maxwell. It sounded ~
just like a general. Then she pro-

and Sandy Barton. It was summer-

and colonels.
*

=

*

“Darling, I hate to spring this on
you so soon after arriving, but it’s

part of my job,” said Jim that evening, somewhathesitatingly.

“Why, what is it, Jim?”
“There's going to be a big Chamber of Commerce dinner at the

Officers’ Club, Saturday night, and
we must be there.”
“Oh, is that allP Why, that’s no
bother. In fact, it should be de-

lightful.”
“Well, besides the dinner there’s
going to be a cocktail party at General Maxwell's quarters beforehand. It’s going to be very select
. only Chamber of Commerce

officials and some top brass. You
and I have to be there, too, to help
receive and see that everyone is
properly introduced. It may be a
little trying for you...”

“Jim, if that’s part of your job,
I'm only too happy to help. ’'m not
socially inexperienced, if you re-

call.”
“Of course youre not! I’m glad
you don’t mind even if it should be
a bit stuffy. I know youll make

me proud .. .”
Dottie did not hear any more of

what Jim was saying. Her heart
lunged against her ribs, and her
mind whirlpooled in thoughts of
what she would wear, what she
would do, and what she would say;
how beautiful she would be, how
charming, how clever. This was the
life she had dreamed about during
those nine frightful years: association with people of refinement, of
rank. This was the life for which
she had been born. Dottie could
not wait until Saturday.
Although Dottie would have liked to do nothing but think about
the Saturday night affair, routine
living interfered. She decided one
morning to go to the base commissary for groceries. This commissary was like so many in which
she had struggled for the staples.
It was a big, olive-drab, barn-type
building with a number painted on
a sign near the roof. At the door

was the turnstile and the guard to
whom she showed her pass and for

stark-looking without labels, and
the chatter and clatter of the military wives on their weekly shopping sorties. Dottie joined them,
piling her push-cart with cans,
boxes, and packages. When she
had been checked out after surrendering a good fraction of the
monthly pay-check, Dottie labored
toward the door from behind two
bulging bags of groceries. As she
passed the last checking aisle, another burdened shopper was edging toward the door, and all in an
instant the two met, bumped, and
saw their groceries roll out over
the floor. Distress exploded on
Dottie’s face, but when she saw the
mutual expression on her aggressor,
she laughed, and then they both
laughed. Words flew as the groceries had, “So sorry,” “Should have
been more careful,” “My fault,”
“No, really . . .” The door-guard
brought more bags, and_ before
long the cans and packages were
re-sacked and in the arms of the
women.
“May I give you a lift somewhere,” asked Dottie, “or do you
have your car?”
“As a matter of fact, I am walking, but of course I’ve gotten more
than I intended, so I'll take you up
on your offer.” She smiled gratefully at Dottie.
A sweet thing, thought Dottie.
Probably a young officer’s wife,
though she’s my age at least or a

That did
but she
thoughts
her head.

say something to impress Mrs. Max-

well.
“Please call me Adrienne, Dottie.
And, for a fact, you never know
what to expect on a military base.

People come and go so rapidly,
there’s no telling where you'll run
into whom. But it makes a very
interesting life.”
“Oh, yes, yes, I enjoy it immensely!’ Dottie thought that she had
sounded a bit too enthusiastic on
this last remark. She tried to be
calm. “Should I turn here...

Adrienne?” Dottie hoped she had
not sounded too familiar.

“Oh, I'm sorry. No, just follow
this street on around the curve. It’s
that monstrosity on the right up
there.”

They both laughed, Dottie somewhat nervously.
“See you Saturday night, Dottie?”
“Why, yes, yes, Jim and I will
be there.”
“Come

Dottie put her key in the ignition
and said, “I’m Dorothy Barton, but

everyone calls me Dottie.”
“Oh, your husband must be my
husband’s new aide. I’m Adrienne
Maxwell.”

Maxwell! Dottie’s hand stiffened
on the starter. She tried to speak,
but all she could think about was
what she had already said. Had it
been polite, friendly, correct?
“Oh, Mrs. Maxwell, ’'’m — I’m so

whom she signed her name. Inside

glad to know you.

were the stacks of canned-goods,

pected to meet you like this . . .”

I hardly ex-

about

fifteen

minutes

early so we can chat a bit. We
wont stand a chance once the
guests begin to arrive.”

“Thank you. We will. Of course.
I—Im glad to have met you.”

few years older. Ill bet she’s new
here, too. Glad I can do something
for her.

not sound exactly right,
had said it. Dottie’s
were rattling around in
She wanted so much to

%

*

a

“Jim, we bumped right into each
other! Of course, I had no idea
she was General Maxwell’s wife!
She’s so young looking! I always
thought of generals as old, bald
men.

“Well, actually, the General is
some years older than Mrs. Maxwell. He married late. They have
three children who are about the
ages of our kids.”

“Really, Jim!

Maybe they will

play with our children.”

“Say, you really seem excited
over meeting Mrs. Maxwell.

It’s

not as unusual as all that, you
3

know. She’s just a normal human
being, same as we are.”
“I know, but I expected her to
be austere and aloof. She’s not at
all, though. Why, she even told me.
to call her “Adrienne!”
“You both have a lot in common,
Dottie, and I suspect that you two
will become good friends. I hope
so, anyway, since I must work so
closely with the General.”

“I hope so, too, Darling. She
seems so sweet.” And so very ordinary, almost simple, thought Dottie. I thought she'd be the sun, and
I'd be a star dimmed by her daylight position and experience. But
it won't be that way at all. And
Dottie glanced at her own lovely
face in the coffee-table glass.
Saturday night did come after
all. Dottie felt the tremor in her
fingers as she tightened her ear-

rings. She had to look stunning.
She would be the wife of the ea:

est ranking officer there; so she

must make an impression on her
own. Dottie turned sideways from

the vanity-table and held the handmirror up to look at her profile. She
smoothed her panther-black hair
that slinked gracefully backward
into a fascinatingly fastidious chignon. Her eyes studied the jewelry,
the make-up, the faceitself —a
smile, a look of interest, concern,
a laugh. It was good. Before she
put the mirror down, she noticed
the position of her hand as it turned in delightful curves around the
handle. She imagined for an instant that it held a cocktail glass,
and this was good, too. Dottie was

ready at last.
*

*

bod

The carpet was gentle but thin, and
though the furniture was fine, it
obviously

left

its

youthful

beauty in different quarters across
the land, possibly even overseas.

A white-coated waiter stood behind a bar which had been set up

a

wall. He was surbottles and twinkling
looked like a scientist
delicate research.

A sliding door whirred, and General Maxwell stood in the opening.
He wore the dress-uniform, and
from the two stars on his epaulets,
through the cluster of ribbons

above his breast pocket, through
the perfect crease in his trousers,
to the shine on his shoes — he was
a soldier.
“Jim! Glad you're here. And
this must be the little lady I’ve
heard so much about.”
“Yes, General, my wife, Dor-

othy.”

On the landing Dottie heard
rustling noises and a drawer slam.
“Adrienne?” she ventured.

“In here, Dottie,” said a thin
voice behind a door.

Dottie opened it and saw Adrienne anxiously searching through
a tiny box.
“I'm exasperated!” cried Adrienne, exhaling a deep sigh. “Brian
insists on sending me a huge corsage for every one of these occasions, and I never can get the thing

pinned on right. They send only
one pin, and I always need two or
three.” She sighed again.
“Let me fix it for you. Flowers

General Maxwell was half way
across the room, extending his
large, solid-looking hand.
“Please call me Doitie, General,”
she heard herself say, but Dottie
was not at all aware of what she
was saying or doing. She was

struck by the General’s eyes. Everything else about him was big and
manly, He was tall and straight
and strong- looking. His hair was
wavy and dust-grey; his voice was
resonant and well--projected. But
his eyes were baby-blue and gentle,
almost timid, behind a net of thick,
black eye-lashes. To Dottie the big
soldier from a distance became a

little boy close up. Then she re-

membered that her own Jim had

those same little-boy eyes. Her
vision danced for a second upon
the gold oak leaves on Jim’s shoulders, and she almost saw them turn
silver and shine. . . like stars.
“Adrienne!

A butler opened the door of the
General’s quarters, and Dottie and
Jim moved into a large, handsome
living room which, despite its size,
was friendly and unpretentious.

had

against one
rounded by
glasses, and
involved in

The

Bartons

are

here,” General Maxwell called up
the stairs.
“Oh, Brian, ask Dottie to come
up for a moment. I needa little
help.” Adrienne’s voice came weakly from above.

“Of course, Dear! Dottie, would

are always hard to pin on your-

self.”
“Oh, would you?” And Adrienne
looked genuinely grateful. “I have
never been good at this sort of
thing. Here, I’ve got another pin.”
She held out the pin, and her hand
was trembling. Adrienne looked
embarrassed and helpless; she said,
“I get so nervous over these silly
parties.”
“Being a hostess is always nerveracking,” said Dottie consolingly,
but she was thinking, Adrienne is
nervous! She’s the General’s wife,
and she’s more nervous than I am!
Suddenly a superior calm settled
over Dottie. She, Dottie Barton,
wife of the aide, was more poised,
more experienced, more beautiful
than the General’s wife. Her hand
was steady and sure as she weaved
the pin through the flower stems
and into the dress. Then Dottie
watched Adrienne rush the comb
through her ordinary brown hair,

carelessly curled, and saw her dash
a powder puff against her small
button nose. Dottie thought of her
own rich, black hair and of her
strong, graceful features. Dottie
was not only calm now but also

sure of herself, and proud.

you mind? It’s the first door around
to your right after the landing.”

Voices arose from downstairs.

“I'd be delighted,” said Dottie as
she started up the stately oaken
staircase.

guests are arriving. I always try to

“Oh, it sounds as though the
get down beforehand because I
feel so conspicuous coming down

the stairs when the guests are here.
It’s too late now, though. I hope
you dont mind, Dottie.” Adrienne
sounded almost apologetic.
“Of course not,” replied Dottie.
In fact, she was pleased. She would
be able to make a story-book entrance.
On the landing the two women
heard laughter and deep voices

and high tinkling voices, and
glasses jiggling against each other

on the waiters’ trays.
Adrienne started down, and even
the soft pat of her evening slippers
on the stair carpet pervaded the
merriment below, for the General’s lady is always awaited with
curiosity or respect. The laughter
and clinking subsided as she came
into view. Set after set of eyes
turned upward expectantly or
knowingly, and her hand sought
the bannister and clasped it eagerly. Her eyes were drawn helplessly to the stairs that challenged her
feet. But the eyes of Re guests
went inevitably past unknowing
Adrienne and fell upon the serene
figure beyond, upon the one who
glided down regally, her hands
gracefully at her sides, the mark of
her own conscious self-possession.
Dottie charmed a great many
people that night. She laughed,
but not too loudly; she drank, but
not too much. She complimented
the women, and she listened to the
men. She was very much admired.
Dottie and Adrienne became
quite close after that. Dottie was
eager to do anything for her. She
took care of the Maxwell children;
she coached her in golf; she took
her to the commissary. In return
Adrienne

invited

Dottie

to

shoes. She heard a noise in the
kitchen. “Is that you, Jim? Guess
what! I finally got Adrienne to
break a hundred today. I thought
she never would, but after all my
coaching she was bound .. .”
“Where have you been, Dottie!”
Jim demanded rather than asked.
“Playing golf with Adrienne.
Why? What's the matter?”
“Youre just lucky you've still got
a son, that’s all!”
“Jim, what do you mean? Has
something happened to Timmie?”
“He got cracked in the head

with a baseball bat; that’s what
happened; and you weren't even
home to take him to the hospital!”
“Oh, Jim! Is he going to be all
right?”
“Yes, they've taken some stitches,
and he’s to spend the night in the
hospital. Otherwise he’s all right,
I suppose.”
“Thank God! Jim, I’m terribly
sorry that I was gone, but how was
I to know a thing like this would
happen?”
“You couldn’t have known, but
the fact remains that you have
been spending too much time away
from the house. You practically
live at the Maxwell’s, and our kids
have been running wild. It’s got
to stop.”
“Jim!” Dottie’s eyes flashed.
“Oh, don't raise your eyebrows.
It's true, isn't it? I'm sorry I'm not

a general for your sake, but you
don't have to make it so obvious
that you wish I were.”
Dottie relaxed. She thought Jim

her

was simply jealous of the attention

bridge luncheons and garden parties. Supposedly it was a delightful
relationship.

she'd been giving the Maxwells.
“Jim, darling, can’t you see that
what I’ve been doing is for your
sake?” By making myself valuable
to Brian Maxwell, I'm also making
you valuable to him.”

But one evening toward the end
of the summer Dottie came home
after an afternoon of battling the
sun and some very difficult holes.

“What do you mean, you're valuto

Brian

Maxwell?

general needs an attractive, poised,
sociable wife, and Adrienne is none
of these? I could see that from the
beginning. I’ve tried to help her,
but she can’t learn. So now, if

youll notice, I am the General’s
hostess at every affair.” Dottie said
this pointedly, with pride.
“Dottie!
mind?”

Have

you

lost

your

“Certainly not!” She began to
speak rapidly, with wild enthusim. “Why do you think I was the
one who was placed next to the
Inspector General at that dinner
party last week, and not Adrienne?
Because Brian knew that I would
do everything just right and that
the Inspector would like me!”
Jim looked at his wife wonderingly, incredulous. “You poor, poor
child, Dottie. I thought you were
star-struck, but I didn’t know it
was this bad. Do you think for one
instant that General Maxwell got
his stars because of what he or
Adrienne has done from six to ten
in the evenings? Well, he didn’t.
He got them for hard work between eight and five, and neither
you nor Adrienne has anything to
do with that time.”
“Youre wrong! I know you're
wrong. A general's social life is extremely important, and General
Maxwell has gone as far as he can
with her!”
“All right, Dottie, this has gone
far enough. I don’t know what wild
plans you have in your mind, but
whatever they are, youd better
forget them. I’ve put in for a transfer.”
“You what?” Dottie looked
him with fear and disbelief.

at

“You heard me. We're leaving
here.”

.

“General Maxwell won't let you
go, Dottie said desperately.

“On the contrary, he has already

Why,

approved the request.” Dottie look-

spiked shoes, put the clubs into the

youve been cow-towing to Adri-

closet, and began to unlace the

enne ‘til it’s disgusting.”

ed so shocked that Jim decided he
had better try to end the fireworks

She stamped into the house in her

able

“Oh, what do I care about her?
Can't you understand, Jim, that a

5

in their conversation. “Look, Hon-

speaking sternly; he did this even

Dottie smoothed the lock and

ey, I know this military life hasn't

more rarely. Instinctively she started toward them. She had to know.
Before she reached them through
the crowd, the General was moving away, toward the terrace. Adrienne turned and caught Dottie’s
questioning eye. Adrienne smiled
though she appeared uneasy.

stroked his hair and said softly, “T
shall miss you, Brian. I shall even
miss your children.”

always been easy, but youve got
to have patience in this business.
General Maxwell has been in for
twenty-six years, and I’ve only
been in for nine. Our time will
come, Dottie. At the present,
though, I think I've had enough

experience as an aide. I'd like to
get on to something else. We can't

live other people’s lives, Honey.
We've got to be ourselves, stars or
no stars. Do you begin to see the
light, Dottie?”
Dottie said nothing. She simply
stared into space.
“Dottie . . .” Jim looked at her,
pityingly. Two large tears made
her eyes look glassy and unreal.
Her eyelids closed, and the tears
splashed down onto the coffeetable glass, spoiling her lovely image. Dottie rushed out of the room.

Jim did not follow her.
A week before the Bartons were
to leave for another assignment,
there was one more social which
they had to attend. This was a
cocktail party and buffet supper in
honor ofa retiring Brigidier-General on the base.
There could not have been a
more heavenly night. A late summer breeze was blowing, and the
stars were bright and close to the
earth. After nine o'clock there was
to be dancing on the club terrace
which overlooked the pool.
Dottie was the queen of this
night. The black, boat-necked
sheath-dress against her sun-bronzed skin and the perfect chignon
crown gave her a sleek, unreal appearance, like a goddess sculptur-

ed in bronze. She stayed particularly close to the generals that
night, as though it were her farewell to their stars.

She had just finished laughing

quite well at a rather dry joke
when she lifted her martini glass

“Brian isn’t feeling well tonight.
He’s going out on the terrace for
some air.” She made another effort to smile and then said to Dot-

ie, “Have you eaten yet?”
“Thanks, but I’m waiting for
Jim.” And Dottie

and

Adrienne

went different ways into the crowd.
Dottie hesitated suddenly and
looked up toward the balcony entrance to the terrace.

Her heart

was pounding loudly within her.
Must she give up this life so soon
after acquiring it? This life that she
loved so? The stairs were in full
view, but she doubted if anyone
would notice if she went casually
up. .. to the terrace.
Gracefully, effortlessly, she ascended the stairs, her hands delicately carressing her evening bag.
On the terrace she saw Brian Maxwell standing vaguely at the far
end of the balcony, his elbows
resting on the cement ledge, his
head bowed slightly. Dottiebegan
to walk toward him, and the soft
click of her heels on the tile floor
disturbed whatever reverie he may
have been entertaining. He turned
toward her.
“Brian,” she said, and the tone
was perfect; it floated musically
out into the summer night. “Are
you all right?”
“Oh, yes,” he straightened up. “I

just wanted some fresh air. It’s nice
out here.”
“You look tired,” she said earnestly. “Sit down on this bench, please,

Brian.”

Brian opened his eyes then and
said evenly, “And Adrienne?”
“Adrienne?” She almost laughed.
“What do you think?” And Dottie
leaned down and kissed Brian.

He did not move, but afterwards
he looked at the ground and said,
“You are a little fool, aren't you,

Dottie?”
“What do you mean?” she fairly
screamed.
“Just what I’ve been trying to

tell Adrienne. Adrienne you are
there, aren't you?”

And then a shadowy figure came
timidly out from the doorway. and
walked toward the pair. There
were tear stains on Adrienne’s
cheeks as she approached her husband who put one strong arm
around her. “I heard and saw,
Brian, but it was hard to believe.”
“Adrienne! You were listening,
and you knew, Brian! Oh, how
could you do anything so base?”
Dottie ‘began to sob.
“This wasn’t her idea, Dottie; it
was mine. I had to force her to do
it; but I had to prove to her that
you were not really her friend,
that you were merely using her for
your own ends. This hasn't been
pleasant business tonight, but I
hope it has taught you a lesson.
Dottie, stick with Jim, as Adrienne
has with me. That’s what helps a

man to get ahead, and Jim Barton
will, if you're with him . . . in the

right way...”
If General Maxwell said more,
Dottie did not hear it. She staggered toward the door. She started
down the stairs, and suddenly she
felt a million eyes turned on her

like blazing, pointing lights. DotHe put his

tie hesitated. She wanted to turn

to her lips and glanced out over

hands on the edge of the bench

back, but there was no other way.

the rim of the glass. She saw Adrienne and Brian talking together

so that his shoulders hunched up.
He leaned his head back, his eyes

Her feet moved uncertainly, her
hand reached out eagerly for the

slightly aside.

closed, and a gust of wind teased
a wavy lock of his dust-grey hair.

railing, and her eyes turned helplessly to the stairs.

They seldom did

this at parties. Brian seemed to be

6

He obeyed silently.

The history of the F.B.I. is really the achievement of one man

F IpELITYB RAVERYI NTEGRITYDiane Shoemaker

© Today most Americans know,
in a legendary sort of way, the Gmen as a hard-hitting, straightshooting

organization

of

crime

hunters who never give up until
they get their man. Right there the
average citizen’s knowledge of the
FBI begins and ends.
To the law-abiding citizen, the
FBI special agent is a kind of
superdetective with an almost supernatural faculty of “separating the
sheep from the goats” and, like

lightning, herding the goats into

rys every trait and_ trail, who
shoots fast and straight, and who
never rests until justice is done.
Both of these conceptions are as
fictional as the tales of Sherlock
Holmes.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation is directly responsible to
the Attorney General and through
him to the President. It must also
justify all expenditures to Congress.

According to J. Edgar Hoover,

the story of the achievements of

the “chief job of the FBI today is
to afford the maximum protection
to the American people. At first
their only job was investigating
the violation of Federal laws, but
after 1939, with the advent of the

‘fifth column, the attention turned

The history of the FBI is really
one man. In 1921, when J. Edgar
Hoover became Assistant Director

of the FBI, he observed the cumbersome methods and outmoded
personnel and fought a desperate,
behind-the-scenes battle for the

next few years to keep the bureau
from falling apart.

To the criminal, he is a relent-

more and more to subversives; until today a large amount of the

less hunter who knows his quar-

staff is devoted to security work.”

Harlan F. Stone was searching the

the nearest Federal Penitentiary.

Meanwhile,

Attorney

General
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United States for the man_ best

If accepted (and only a few out

order to convict or prove the inno-

suited to direct the FBI. One day

of every thousand are), the trainee
is versed in various phases of crime
detection and investigative techniques, as well as physical prowess
and expert use of firearms. Still
with all this exactness in qualifications, not one agent can be com-

cence of someone, you must first
identify him. The other great force
is the Technical Laboratory where
over three hundred scientists work
day and night.

he sent for Hoover.

“Hoover, I've been looking for
the best man in the country for
the job; you're it,” Stone said.
“Mr. Stone,” he said quietly, “I
will accept the job only with the
understanding that politics and political pull are thrown out bodily.”
Stone’s happy reply was, “Get
to work.”

And J. Edgar Hoover did “get
to work.” Heavy-jowled political
pensioners and broken-down_private “eyes” were quickly replaced
by alert young men with clean records and keen minds.
These
changes shocked the old-fashioned
sleuths and brought a grin of glee
to the hard faces of the criminals;
the political riffraff looked for easy
times ahead.
The early days of the new organization were nightmares of ob-

struction and sniping by professional politicians. Soon after this a
group of anti-crime laws were passed expanding the powers of the
FBI men. They now had legal
right to make arrests and carry
arms. The war against big-time
criminals was at last in earnest. It
did not take long to put the fear
of the law into the leaders of the
underworld. Major crimes that the
country had almost taken for granted were checked or eradicated.
At the time of his appointment,
an agent must be between the ages
of twenty-three and thirty-five, mature of judgment, have ability to

command, be physically fit beyond
question, and have physical courage of a high order. He must also
be a graduate of an accredited law
or accounting school, have a baccalaureate degree with extensive
investigative experience, or a flu-

ent knowledge of language.
After intensive tests he is inter-

viewed. This is a man-to-man, soulsearching scrutiny which lays each
man bare to his smallest fault as
well as his latent talents and most

personal characteristics.
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pared to another.

“Tt is sometimes difficult to define the quality that differentiates
one man from another when they
have almost identical qualifications. It is not their education,
background, appearance, or
achievements, the flash of an eye,
the force of a word, the set of a
jaw; it is, in fact, the something
that differentiates the boxer from
the fighter even when their skill is
equal. It is what is sometimes referred to as ‘heart’ in a race horse.”
The FBI has investigative jurisdiction over all violations of Federal laws and matters in which the
United States is or may be a party
in interest, except those matters
specifically assigned to other Federal agencies, and performs other
duties imposed upon it by law.
Among the most often violated
laws are: Antitrust Laws, Bankruptcy Violations, Crimes on Government Reservations, Escaped
Federal Prisoners and Fugitives,
Extortion, Federal Fugitive Act,
Federal Anti-Racketeering Statute,
Impersonation, Kidnapping, Larceny from Interstate Shipments,
National Bank and Federal Reserve
Acts, National Motor Vehicle Theft
Act, National Stolen Property Act,
Theft, Embezzlement, or [Illegal
Possession of Government Property, and the White Slave Traffic
Act.

One of Hoover’s most notable
achievements was the establishment
of the National Security Index.
This Who's Who of our enemy
residents was begun quietly in
1939. It has been called the most
valuable document in America, for
in it are listed every potentially

dangerous enemy of the nation.

Local agencies many years ago
had no coordinating force to which
to turn for leadership, guidance,
and authentic information. Today
more than twelve thousand law enforcement agencies turn to the FBI

and the above Divisions for information of many kinds.
In July, 1935, Hoover established the National Police Academy.
For the first time, the type of instruction and training offered to
Special Agents was made available
to local, municipal, county, and
state law enforcement officers.
Their course lasts three months,
covering administratrive features

of police work, every day police
problems, and practical training in
the performance of enforcement
duties. The only cost is transportation and living expenses for
the trainees hile: in Washington.
The attending officers are ae
forty-six years of age and are selected from their respective law
enforcement agencies based upon
applications which have been filed
with the FBI. Through these powerful allies, an alarm now can be
spread from one end of the country to the other in a matter of
minutes.

The sharpest crooks in Christendom are baffled daily by the uncanny power of the G-Men to frustrate their best laid plans, or to

put the finger on them a few hours
after they have committed what
they believe to be a_ clueless
crime. There is little doubt that if
the hardest criminal were given an
opportunity to see the caliber, the
resources and the training of these
special agents who are lined up
against him, he would quickly
throw

up

his

hands

and

say,

“What’s the use? You can't win.”

The hub around which the vast

Fidelity, Bravery, Integrity is not

organization revolves is the Fingerprint Identification Division, for in

just a motto for the G-Man, it is
the G-Man.

Oh ¥ ovely ctisher-Maiden
Heinrich Heine
Translated by Justus

Oh lovely fisher-maiden
Bring in thy boat to land;
Come here and sit beside me
We'll prattle hand in hand.

Thy head lay on my bosom
Be not afraid of me.
Dost thou not daily trust thyself
Unfearing to the seaP
My heart is like the ocean,

Has storms and ebb and flow;
And many a pearl lies hidden,
Within its depth below.

Che Lorelei

Al “Dine Cree

I know not whence it cometh
This thought, so full of woe:
An old-world legend before me
Keeps rising, and will not go.

A pine-tree standeth lonely
In the north on an upland bare;

Ice and white snow swathe it,
While it sleepeth there.

The air is cool and it darkens

It dreameth of a palm tree
That far in Eastern land,
Mourns silently and lonely
On a ledge of burning sand.

And calmly flows the Rhine;
The mountain peak still sparkles
In the sunny evening-shine.

A maiden of wondrous seeming,
Most beautiful, sits up there;

Her jewels in gold are gleaming
As she combs her golden hair.
With a golden comb she combs it,
And a magic song singeth she;
That pierces the heart with a wondrous

:

:

This spring marks the hundredth anniversary
of the death of Heinrich Heine,
one of the greatest lyric poets of modern Germany.
Many of his poems, set to music by
Schubert, Schuman,, Mendelssohn and Brahms
have made him universally known.
We can pay him no greater tribute

than to present some of his better known poems
in a new translation.

and powerful melody.
The boatman out there in his little skiff
Is seized with a strange, wild love.
He is blind to the reefs that surround him,
He sees but the vision above.
Ere long the waters are sweeping
—

Soon skiff and boatman are gone.
And this with her magic singing

The Lorelei has done.

Profile of an Educator

His views are optimstic and his actions kindly

Larry Ruff

® You would not think, to look
at him, that Brother Joe possesses
any outstanding characteristics. He
is short and thin. His large head,
with thinning brown hair, perches

precariously atop his narrow shoulders. His myopic eyes are incredibly magnified by the thick, ungain-

ly lenses of his spectacles.

His

hands are strong, with short, spatulate fingers tipped with chipped
and broken nails. His appearance
as to clothing is usually something
less than :artorial, for the collars
and cuffs of his shirts are frayed;
the double-breasted jacket of his
black suit droops despairingly
about him, insecurely anchored by
loose buttons; the black trousers of
his suit are shiny and wrinkled;
and the black shoes that complete
the ensemble are unpolished, untied, and scuffed. Such is Brother
Joe’s appearance to the naked eye.

Kindliness, good humor, and
prudence glow behind those owlish glasses he wears, and a low,
even, and oddly resonant voice
comforts the sorrowful, calms the
nervous, reduces the brash to silence and the uncouth to gentility.

self, feel that he is simply one of
the persons that God puts on earth

every now and then to spread contentment and happiness wherever

they happen to be — the popular
“unsung saint” of children’s literature.

them when his family was left

In spite of these qualities, however, Brother Joe is not at all saccharine or “Pollyannish.” The good
humor is tempered at times with

fatherless and impoverished during

malice, and the charity is momen-

the wild post-war speculation of

tarily replaced with a bit of provoked and acid criticism. Nothing
ever displaces, though, the calm
even tones of his voice. Whether

The good humor and prudence
may have come from several
sources — he may have acquired

the “twenties,” he may have acquired them when, as a young boy,
he entered religious life and found

himself a forced companion to sev-

he is initiating a class into the

eral young men who, despite similar food, clothing, and recreation,
had individual viewpoints and
backgrounds; or there is a third
possibility that he may have acquired them when he first endeav-

ored to lodge the principles of ele-

mysteries of the isosceles triangle,
carrying on a business conversation, or condemning the prevalence
‘of immoral movies — a subject on
which he is, incidentally, quite
rabid, for he feels that “much of
the stupidity and sinfulness of

No one who has ever known or

mentary mathematics in the minds

youth today may be directly placed

talked to Brother Joe, however, is

of forty-odd restless, impudent, un-

so much as aware of his appear-

interested

ance, for he possesses those most
attractive and uncommon of virtues — common sense and charity.

though Brother Joe’s sense of humor and good sense may have
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adolescents.

Yet,

al-

sprung from any of these, I, my-

upon the antics of some. thrice-

divorced jackanapes in the pictures” — Brother Joe’s voice re-

mains calm, unrufled, and soothing. In fact, one of his sternest

critics, a failing geometry pupil,
remarked, “Even when he’s bawlin’
ya out, he don't get mad!”

during the most representative day
of his year — the day his band presents their annual concert.

In the less spiritual realm, Brother Joe’s most endearing quality is
a penchant for hard work. If
there is a task that is difficult, irksome, tiresome, or even insurmountable, there you will find Brother Joe sweating away in the best
Marine tradition. Is there a band
that possesses ten freshman musicians to one senior member? He will
take that organization and mold it
into a fairly snappy group with decent musicianship, and he will do
it without hurting anyone’s pride,
for he has the knack of discovering talent in anyone. To Brother
Joe there is no boy so tone-deaf,
so oblivious to beat, so completely
untouched by talent in music that
some instrument cannot be found
for him. Is there an auditorium
that needs a stage manager? There
you will find Brother Joe arranging schedules, hanging curtains,

Early that afternoon, Brother Joe

painting scenery, and sweeping
floors. Or, at the other extreme, is
there a person so egotistical, super-

cilious, impudent, and refractory
that all others have despaired of
him? Brother Joe will undertake
and usually succeed in turning the
smart aleck into an adjusted, cooperative, pleasant human being.
To get a good glimpse of his
character, however, it is not nec-

essary to find Brother Joe at all
these isolated duties. Indeed, it is
better not to, for he is usually too
engrossed in the task at hand to
allow the conversation and distraction that reveal the whole personality. It is better to accompany him

ance, congratulating a father on
his handsome new car “that Tom
has told me so much about, I cer-

tainly would like to see it,” making a small child feel important

is bustling about arranging folios
of music, straightening errant music stands, and checking the dimmer controls on the lights. A half
hour or so before the concert, wild
confusion reigns among members
of the band—ties cannot be found;
trumpet valves refuse to work; soloists experience the qualms that fol-

a rational human being in an interesting non-condescending fashion. If the conversation turns to
war, he supplies only the reassuring information — radar protection
is excellent; deferments for sons
are many; and God will always

low a heavy burden being placed

tudes such as the foregoing is his

on a delicately attuned digestion.

Brother Joe supplies extra ties, oil
and assurance that “you're very
good at it, and no one’s going to
be critical anyway.”
Finally, it is nearly time for the
curtain to rise. Brother Joe, resplendent in a freshly cleaned suit,
mounts the podium, and the anguished band notes that, although
the assistant band director has
managed to shine his shoes and put
out his good silver baton instead of

the homely ruler usually used, Brother Joe, with complete disregard,
has arranged his hair so that it
sticks out on either side of his head

like a somewhat bedraggled halo.
During the performance he
passes over fluffs with ease and

encourages the orchestra between
selections with unflagging good
cheer and the sublime faith that
“nobody noticed.”
It is during intermission, though,
that Brother Joe’s talents are given

full play. He wanders amiably
among various groups, complimenting a mother on her son’s perform-

and grown up by addressing it as

provide. (A weakness for plationly noticeable flaw. ) Should someone mention a sick loved one, Brother Joe offers to visit, to pray for,
and to see that flowers are sent to
the ill person. He jokes with the
old, chats with the shy, admires the
timid, and, though seldom, pricks

the bombastic and cynical. (I remember particularly a certain large,
moist man who was vigorously lambasting the bass section of the

band, decrying in loud and_ positive tones the phrasing, tongueing
and fingering of each tuba player.
Brother Joe, who knew there was
a reason for the tirade, listened
calmly until it was finished. Then,
with a childlike expression of bland
innocence, he asked, “Gracious, and

do you play the horn, Mr. ——?”)
That is Brother Joe — he has
faith in his God, hope for himself,
and love for his fellow man. His

views are the optimistic and Chris-

tian ones, and his actions are the
kindly ones. To many he may be
insignificant, but, had I not met
Brother Joe,
eee Se pereay
The difference to me!”

He was well into his “Saturday
mood” as he walked over to the
waiting car. “Buenos Dias, Don
Nicolas,” said Manuel as he held
the door open for him.

PAYDAY

“Buenos Dias, Manuel. Directly
to the station, please.” Nick sank
into the expensively upholstered
seat.

Crime has

no payday

by James D. Downing

As the car rolled on, he could
see the sleeping city pass before
his eyes. The massive houses with
their elegant exteriors flashed by,
houses like his own, that belonged
to other ranchers like himself. He
felt suddenly comfortable in his
wealth. The little nervous feeling
that he had felt before was momentarily smothered. “There are a lot
of other guys in the same boat,” he
thought,“feeling reassured. “After
all, io be a member of the ruling
class is of tremendous importance
in Latin-America.”
Manuel’s voice broke through his
reverie. “Have a good trip, Don
Nicolas.” They were at the train
station so soon?
“Gracias, Manuel. I will see you
at seven.”

e@ “Breakfast is on the table,
Don Nicolas.” A man of forty, tall
and heavily built descended the
last flight of stairs. He entered the
dining room, his wide forehead
wrinkled, his delicate mouth frowning. His dark and mobile eyes surveyed the table without seeing it.
It was payday and, as always, he

was not hungry on paydays. He
felt a little nervous, a little apprehensive.
He barely touched the eggs — an
incongruous behaviour for a frugal,
self-made, Latin-American rancher.
He got up from the table and fas-

As he entered the coach Nick
was warmly greeted by his old
friend, Don Alberto, lawyer by profession, idealist at heart. His pet
project was figuring out a way of
getting along better with the Indians. “Another payday, eh?” he
said to Nick, pointing to the seat
directly opposite him in a peculiar
gesture that could only mean
“Please, sit down.”

“Yes, another payday,” Nick answered,

trying

to

appear

uncon-

cerned and avoid giving Don Alberto a chance to bring up his favorite subject. He was not very successful.
“Do you think there will be some

tened his forty-five around his

trouble today?” Don Alberto asked,

waist, realizing how much he disliked going to the ranch on Satur-

looking out the window.

days to pay those Indians. “Half
of the time the lazy savages don't

deserve to be paid, anyway,” he
muttered to himself.
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“There is always trouble on paydays, isn’t there?”

dians are always restless and discontented. I think they feel exploited and resent it, don’t you?”
“Hell, No! They dont have
enough sense to feel anything,”
Nick answered, annoyed at Don
Alberto’s frankness.
“IT would not be so sure about
that. Some of them are pretty cunning, and they can stir up plenty
of trouble and discontent among
the others — as you should know.
Perhaps we ought to give them
more education. If they understood the situation a little better,
maybe they would not be so passionate and unpredictable.”
“Educate them!” Nick exploded.
“Are you out of your mind? You
would have a bunch of Communists on your hands before you could
finish building the schools, if you
educated these savages!” he continued.
“Well, someone or something is
going to have to change sooner or
later. They are chockfull of resentment now, and as you well know,
it doesn’t take much to get them
started on some foolish riot. You

had better keep a good eye out for
them.”
Nick got up to get his hat from
the rack above. The train pulled
into the wooden shack known as
“the station of El Sitio.”
“Tll see you tomorrow,” he said
to Don’Alberto as he jumped to
the platform.
“Buenos

Dias,

Don

Nicolas.”

Francisco, his overseer, removed his

hat. “I have your horse tied over
there,” he said, pointing to an indeterminate place in the rear of the
station.

“Did anything unusual happen
at the ranch?” asked Nick.
“No. There is nothing unusual,

except that Morales showed up for
work this morning.’> Francisco smil-

ed_ broadly.
“It’s about time he did!

That

“Unfortunately, yes. It could be

drunken bum hasn’t shown up all

avoided though. You know the In-

week and now he comes on Satur-

day morning. He must be getting
thirsty again, and he just came to
get a little drinking money for the
weekend, but Ill fix that.”
“He sure is a lot of trouble, Patron, commented Francisco.

“I beg your
said Francsico.

pardon,

Patron?”

“Huh? .. . Oh, I was just talking to myself, Francisco. I want to

look at the work before we pay
them.”

“I know it, but we have to put
up with him. We need every man
we can get our hands on right now.
We cant afford to fire anybody
now that the crops are ready to be
harvested.”

They were now riding by the
rice fields. The rice looked fine,
all ready to be harvested.

“Well, he gets better as the summer drags on anyway, so, we'll get
more work out of him.”

“Si, Patron. The weather has
been perfect. Just enough sun, and

They rode over a narrow, winding road covered with fine dust
that made little clouds from the

hooves of the horses as they pass-

“We'll have a fine crop this year,
Francsico.”

just enough rain.”
“Let’s first go check the water

troughs for the cattle. Who do you
have working up there?”
“I put Morales to fill them up
today because I didn’t know what
else to do with him. There isn't
much he could do in just one morning, and he didn’t look too good
anyway.”

ed. The morning breeze carried the
dust toward the little huts that the
Indians called home. They lined
both sides of the road — these sorry
looking huts with walls and roofs
made of palms that invariably let
the rain drip through during the
rainy season. Each time Nick saw
these huts unchanged, with the
same dirty and naked Indian brats
running around the outside chasing
a pig or a chicken. They always
looked the same — underfed, with

of cattle standing around the
troughs without drinking. A closer
inspection revealed a form lying
on the edge of the well, hat over
face, chest rising and falling with

sunken eyes and bloated stomachs

the slow rhythm of stuporous sleep.

full of worms that no one ever
bothered to expel. The sight always made Nick angry. “These Indians live like animals,” he thought.

over to let himself be caught sleep-

“They have no ambition; that’s
what’ wrong with them. They
don’t give a damn for anything.
There wouldn't be any use in paying them better. They would just
get drunker and gamble more on
Saturday nights. Damn savages!
They don’t have any sense.” He
thought about Don Alberto and his

education plans. “Maybe he has
something there. They would have
to be educated before they could
be ready to be paid better, but that
is a big gamble. What if they get
more unmanageable or maybe start
to form labor unions?” He laughed
at the thought of sitting at a table
to bargain with an Indian about

Around the bend that led to the

well Nick could see some fifty head

“Morales must have some hanging on the job,” Nick thought. He
was becoming angry. Francisco
watched apprehensively as Nick
dismounted, walked up to the well,
and shouted: “Morales, what in the

hell do you think you are doing?”

Only a dexterous clutch at one
of the posts saved Morales from
falling into the well. An equally
dexterous excuse was immediately
on his lips. “I felt a little sick, and
I had to lie down a while, Don
Nicolas.”
“You lazy bum, you got such a
big hangover from drinking the
whole damn week that you can't
even stay awake long enough to

fill the troughs. You are lucky to-

awake from now on and fill these
troughs—in a hell of a hurry. What

are you trying to do, kill the
cattle?”
Morales stood there blinking in
the sun, a little bewildered while
Nick got on his horse and angrily
spurred the animal toward the
ranch house. Then the anger flooded over Morales. “That sneaky bastard! Always sneaking around to
catch me off guard,” he muttered.
“Some day I am going to sneak
around, and catch him off guard,
and then maybe he won't be able
to go sneaking around anymore.”
At the ranch-house Nick dismounted and left Francisco to finish the inspection. “Ill see you in
an hour.”

“Very well, Don Nicolas,“ answered Francisco as he rode away.
Nick walked into the dining
room where a fine lunch of trout,
rice, and fried beans waited on the
table. From the window he could
see the Indians coming toward the
ranch-house with their customary
slow and deliberate steps. They
were dressed in typical Indian
style with wide-brimmed straw hats
on their heads, shirts made of
coarse, white cloth open at the
neck and tied in a knot at the
waist. Their pants were made of
the same white coarse cloth, tied
with a length of rope around the
waist, with the cuffs rolled up to

keep them clean of mud. They wore
sandals made of uncured leather,
and also a gourd-full of water, stop-

pered with a dry corn-cob, tied to
the rope that served as a belt. On
the other side hung the symbol of
their world, the heavy machete.
His most universal tool! The Indian takes care of his machete as
he would his most prized possession, which it is. When time is
heavy, he polishes and sharpens his
machete on a sharpening stone that
he always carries. An Indian can
do anything with a good machete.

He can split cocoanuts for dinner

working conditions. “It would be

day because I need all the hands I

quite a gamble all right. Quite a

or shave in the morning. He can

can get to bring in the crops; so |

gamble,” he muttered.

won't fire you; but you better stay

mow grass,
and cut hay, and clear
5
the brush to make a living. He can
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trim leather and cut a piece of a
steer’s ear when he brands. He can
defend himself if attacked or kill
if angry enough. When he gets
drunk, and feels happy, and doesnt give a damn for anything or
anybody, he fights, using the machete like a saber, feinting, stabbing, slashing. “Jump high when
they go for your ankles and try to
cut your tendons,” the young novices are told. The machete inflicts
ugly wounds that leave uglier scars
and sometimes brings death.

name after the other until one hundred and fifty dark hands had
reached for the meager pay that
Nick held out to them. Francisco
closed his book. “That’s all of them,
Patron.”

Nick had often shuddered at the
thought of having one of those
knives cut through him. “It must

Francisco spoke quickly. “You
didn’t work this week. That’s why

be very painful,” he thought, as he
sliced a piece of trout.

Francisco had finished his lunch
in the kitchen. He started to get

things ready for pay in the hallway
outside. He got out the smooth,
square table that stood inside the
saddle room and placed it in the
center of the hallway so that there
was room for him to stand on the
left side, and for the Indians to file
through on the right side. Next he
placed Nick's forty-five on the

table within easy reach, and, taking the money out of the saddle

bags, put it on the table next to

the gun. He loosened his own gun
in the holster and sat down to wait
for Nick.

_ The twelve o'clock whistle blew,
and the Indians hurriedly formed
a line in front of the table. A buzz

of excitement arose as Nick appear-

ed and sat down. He turned to
Francisco standing by his side with

the pay-book. “All set?”

“Bien pues, call them off.”

“Canizales, ten pesos!” Francisco
shouted, and one of the Indians

walked up to the table to receive
his pay.

“Gracias, Patron,” he said, taking

the money that Nick held out to
him.
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any trouble today for a change.”
He was wrong. “I didn’t get paid
yet, Patron.” Nick looked up. Morales. “It’s always Morales!” Nick
thought.

I didn’t call your name.”
“Yes, I did! I worked half a daytoday, and I want what is coming
to me.”
“You lazy bum,” Nick took up
the argument. “You didn’t show up

for work all week, and now you
show up this morning and you
sleep. You want what is coming to

you. I ought to fire you, that is
what’s coming to you.”
“I want my peso that is coming
to me. I figure I earned that much
today, Patron.” Morales insisted.
“Listen, stupid! You are not getting any pay this morning. I am
not going to give you a chance to
get drunk this weekend and not
show up to work on Monday again.
You come to work all next week,

and on Saturday I will give you
everything that is coming to you.”
“No, Patron. I want my peso
now, Morales stubbornly held his

ground.

“Si, Don Nicolas,” said FrancisCo.

“Genarito, fifteen pesos!
Gonzales, twelve pesos! . . .”

“Good!” said Nick. “It looks as
though we are not going to have

One

Nick started to gather up the
money, putting it in the saddle
bags. Morales lunged desperately
for the pile of bills, but Francisco's
fist struck his mouth with a soft
noise of crunching bones and flesh
knocking him to the floor. Nick

reached down and grabbed him by

Morales got up slowly, dusting his
clothes in a futile gesture. He
stood there, defeated and resentful. The fine brown dust mingled
with the blood made his eyes and
mouth stand out in a grotesque
mask. The taste of dirt and blood
and the sound of his Indian friends
laughing at him made himalittle
sick in the stomach. He looked to
Nick, tall and powerful, filling the

doorway. “Muchas gracias, Don
Nicolas,” he said bitterly. “I hope
I can do the same for you some
day.”
“Get out! You are fired.” Nick
turned from the door, throwing a
one peso bill on the ground in
front of Morales.
Morales turned around, slowly
muttering insults to Nick and to
all his ancestors.
“That Morales! He is a trouble
maker. I am glad you fired him,”
Francisco said worriedly. “He may
try something crazy if he gets
drunk. I will keep my eye out for
him a while,” he added.
“Oh, I don’t think he will try
anything,” Nick answered. “Let's
finish inspecting the ranch. I
don’t want to miss my train tonight. My wife is having a big
dinner at home for some friends.”
a

&

*

When the sun started to set in
the sky, they turned the tired horses
toward the ranch-house. It was almost dark when they got there.
“You better go home now, Francisco. I won't need you anymore, and

your wife is probably waiting for
you to bring the money home. I'll
leave my horse at the station, and
you can pick it up tomorrow.”
“Gracias, Don Nicolas.” The
woods and the night swallowed
Francisco.

Nick turned his mount up the

dusty, winding road to the station.

dragging him to the

Giving the mare her head, he sat

door where a kick sent him face

back on the saddle and lighted a

first into the dust of the yard. A

cigarette, letting his muscles relax.

the collar,

suspenseful silence froze the mo-

He could hear the quiet all around

ment, and then a roar of laughter

him hanging in the air. Passing the
Indian huts, he could hear muffled

broke from the watching Indians.

voices and see small lanterns hanging on the outside.
Suddenly the horse reared without warning, almost throwing him
to the ground. Dimly Nick saw a
form jump from behindatree at
the side of the road. A machete
gleamed in the moonlight. Without
pulling the gun from the holster,

he fired twice, in rapid succession.
The form spun around and fell in
the dust. Nick dismounted, still a
little shaky from the experience,

and centered his flashlight on his

attacker. Morales turned slowly on
his back and looked at Nick, eyes

already glazing. “I always end up
in the dust when I try to win with
you, Don Nicolas. This time I am

here to stay. I shouldn't have.. .”
His body suddenly relaxed.
Nick mounted slowly. “Another
idiot,” he thought. “Why do they
try anything like that when they
know they don't have a chance.

Their stupid pride. My God, I have

no taste for killing the poor buggers. Why do they have to try
it?” He thought again about Don
Alberto and his education plans...
At the station he went straight
to the office and explained the incident to the station master.
“Tl have someone take care of
the body, Don Nicolas.”

“Gracias,” Nick said as he jumped on the train that was slowly
pulling away from the station ...

When Mou SWere Twenty-one
John E. Koehler
Science Senior

I very well remember
When you were twenty-one;
I thought you very old indeed;

My life had just begun.
But now I’m twenty-one and more

And so I've changed my mind;
I've reached the point where I believe

Life starts at forty-nine.

Mystery
John E. Koehler
Science Senior

I find it hard to comprehend
Offended goodness without end,
But harder still to understand

A proffered, all forgiving hand.
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“The important thing in the Olympic Games is not winning, but taking

part; the essential thing in life is not conquering, but fighting well.”

by Helen Edwards

@ These words expressed the
creed of that remarkable little
Frenchman, Baron Pierre de Coubertin, who had an inspiration. As
a result of that inspiration, we of
today have the ancient Olympic
Games revived in modern setting.
Although he was not athletically
inclined, he came to the conclusion
that competitive athletics provided
youth with certain elements of basic training that could not be obtained in any other way. He saw
in such competitions an incentive
to clean living, courageous action,
physical proficiency, mental agility,
and good sportsmanship.
Excavations by German archaeologists at Olympia had aroused
considerable interest in the games
of antiquity. De Coubertin’s imagination was fired by the thought of
those magnificent cultural, religious, and athletic festivals held in
the far-off days when Ancient
Greece was in her glory
—games
that had been dead for fifteen
centuries. He visualized a revival
of the Olympic games. He pro-

posed his Olympic idea at a meet-

ed States, England, Russia, Sweden, and Hungary. These men decided to invite the various amateur
sporting societies of the world to
send delegates to an Olympic Congress to be held in Paris. This Congress was opened in the Grand
Hall of the Sorbonne on June 16,
1894. In all, seventy-nine delegates
assembled before an audience of
some two thousand. The delegates
felt that the first set of games
should be held in 1896. The next
proposal—to inaugurate the revival
in Greece, the home of the classic
games—was enthusiastically received. The delegates would have liked
to have held the games at Olympia
itself, but flood waters had long
since claimed the site of the ancient stadium, so they voted unani-

mously to award the games to Athens, the capital of Greece.
De Coubertin’s eyes were so
firmly fixed on the welfare of the
individual that, to his dying day,
he fought to preserve the individ-

The first major sport with which
Coubertin associated himself

de

was rowing. However, he found
that British and French conceptions of amateurism were not the
same. This was the major turning
point. De Coubertin realized that
to attain his end he must raise his
sights. There must be One World
in Sport!
So it was that de Coubertin conceived the idea of drawing together educators, diplomats, and sports
leaders to see if some way could
not be found to further the inter-

change of ideas and make it possible for the youth of many nations
to benefit by a meeting of the
minds and of the muscles.
So this was the birth of the mod-

ern Olympic Games.
It is obvious that in order to
understand the organization that
conducts the Olympic Games, it is
necessary first of all to get a clear
picture of the’ members of the

Olympic family. The permanent

ual’s rights. He fought against the

Olympic

introduction of team sports. He
wanted no “crews,” no “fives,” no

three distinct divisions: The Inter-

family

is

divided

into

“elevens.” He couldn't prevent their

national Olympic Committee, the
National Olympic committees, and

would have to seek support abroad.

participation, but he never ceased

the International Federations. These

He called upon men from the Unit-

to fight.

three groups form the Olympic

ing of French sportsmen. The cold
response convinced him that he
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Congress, which settles many im-

portant technical matters concerning the games.
The International Olympic Committee has taken the responsibility of carrying on and preserving
the basic ideals of the Olympic

games.

It has popularized the

ered by the question of finance.
In choosing their country’s Olympic
team representatives, therefore, national committees are guided by
the caliber of the athletes and the
amount of money available.

The International Federations,

body that is becoming increasingly

which are a most important part of
the Olympic family, are the world
governing body for all sports. Each
great sport that is played internationally has one of these world governing bodies at its head. All
changes in rules are made by the
international federations, all new
types of equipment and all methods of administration are approved

important is its attempt to prevent

by these organizations, and any and

misuse of the word “Olympic.” Un-

all new records are accepted or
rejected by them. These federations are charged with the entire
responsibilty for the conduct of
their own particular sports in the
games. They must draw up the program of events, arrange the manner of running them off, draw up
all rules and regulations, provide
the necessary officials, and settle all
disputes. As members of the Olympic Congress they have a voice in
all matters that concern the Olympic family as a whole. With a dozen or more sports on the program,
naturally there are many problems
common to all of them, and these
matters are settled by the Congress. The international federations
are specifically charged with the

ames without permitting a dilution of the Olympic ideal. They
have handled astutely the delicate
problems of differences in race, color, and creed; and have blended
many varying points of view by
reaching a meeting ground com-

mon to all. Another activitiy of this

fortunately, this committee cannot
either protect the Olympic name
or the Olympic idea by legal means
and many unscrupulous promoters
have made use of the word Olympic
to their own benefit. However, it
is to be hoped that with increasing
interest in the Olympic Games,
there will come a more complete
understanding of the Olympic
movement, and people the world
over will differentiate between the
quadrennial celebrations of the
Olympic Games and the numerous
imitations.

The National Olympic committees, representing the Olympic
movement in their own countries,
have as their specific function the
active presentation of their coun-

tries’ viewpoints in the sessions of
the Olympic Congress. The chief
problem of the national committees
is in raising appropriations sufficient to pay the expense of training
the country’s representatives and
transporting them to the scene of
the games. Another major problem
is the matter of selecting the team,
which is not always so easy as it
sounds. The task of pleasing the
representatives of all the different
sports and still keeping within the
bounds of a modest budget calls
for something close to genius in
the matter of management. For the

encouragement of the athletic spirit, these committees are naturally

enforcement

of

its

own

amateur

rule, and this rule governs all athletes participating in this particu-

lar sport. Heavy penalties are provided in case of fraud, the athlete
who is convicted being deprived of
any honors he may have won. The
international federations are thus
the final authority in all technical
matters pertaining to the Olympic
games and provide the necessities

of conducting the entire program.
At the opening ceremony of each
celebration of the Olympic Games,
a representative of the country in
which the games are being held
pronounces the following oath with

‘all other athletes, their right arms
raised, joining in:

loyal

competition,

respecting

the regulations which govern
them and desirous of participating in them in the true
spirit of sportsmanship for the
honor of our country and the
glory of sport.
In addition to the spoken oath,
each participant in the Olympic
Games is required to sign an oath
stating that he is an amateur according to the rules governing the

sport and that he is eligible in
every respect for participation in
the games.
The Olympic Games are to take
place during the first year of the
Olympiad which they are to cele-

brate and under no pretext whatsoever can they be adjourned to an-

other year. The time of year is
not permanently fixed but should
conform, as far as possible, to the
wishes of the countries participating. The period of the Games
shall not exceed sixteen days including the opening day.
The event must take place in the
town chosen either at the stadium
or in its neighborhood. The invitations to take part in the games are
sent to all countries in general and
in the first place to those who have
established National Olympic Committees.

Both in the stadium and in its
neighborhood the Olympic Flag
must be freely flown with the flags

of the competing nations. The
Olympic Flag has a white background with no border; in the center it has five inter-laced rings
(blue, yellow, black, green, red).
Each victory is recorded by the
hoisting of the national flag of the
winner. The national anthem of
this nation is then played in abbreviation.

The distribution of prizes

may be divided into as many sections as necessary, but above all, it
is desirable that the winners shall
themselves receive their prizes in
their sports dress.

There is no age limit for com-

petitors in the Olympic Games and
only those who are natives or nat-

anxious to have as large a team as

We swear that we will take

uralized subjects of a country are

possible, but this is inevitably gov-

part in the Olympic Games in

able to represent that country in
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the games. Women are allowed to

compete in certain events at the
games and the program sets forth
the events in which they may take
part.
The program consists of athletic
sports, gymnastics, sports of defense

(boxing),

water

sports,

riding,

cycling, weight-lifting, art competitions, football, tennis, basketball,
canoeing, and many other sports.
The winter program includes skiing, skating, ice hockey, bobsleigh-

ing, and tobogganing.
The number of entries from each
nation may not exceed: for individual events, three competitors from
each nation and for team events,
one team per nation.

The prizes at the Olympic Games
consist of Olympic medals and diplomas. For individual events the
first prize is a silver gilt medal; second prize, a silver medal; third
prize, a bronze medal. Each medal

is accompanied by a diploma and
all participants in the games re-

ceive a commemorative medal. The
names of the winners shall be in-

it of friendly rivalry and respect for
the ability of the individual ath-

scribed upon the walls of the sta-

lete. If the people of the world will

dium where the games have been

put these principles into practice,

opened and closed.

the games will take on once again
their historic significance and, in
the words of Baron de Coubertin,
“increase friendly understanding
among nations for the good of humanity.”

The opening and closing of the
games is conducted with much
ceremony. The King or President
of the country who opens the

Olympic

Games

proclaims

the
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Cditors’ “Page
Now that the slumbrous, sticky days of summer are approaching with such happy
rapidity we would like to take this opportunity, in this final issue of the 1955-56 Exponent,

to thank those people who have helped the publication this year — Father Donnelly, our
moderator; the many teachers who have submitted material gleaned from their classes; our
assistant editors; the contributors of poetry and prose; the Administration, who have supplied
that sine qua non of any endeavor — the cash for bills; and, of course, you, our faithful readers.

Then, too, while this happy outlook is upon us, we should seize the chance to wish
everyone an enjoyable vacation and to ask, or rather plead, that all who hike up the Malay
Peninsula, or cruise the Mediterranean, or work on a road gang, will take pen in hand and
share their experiences with the readers of next years Exponent, in a bit of thrilling prose
or poetry.

Happy vacation, all!
DIANE CROSS
LARRY RUFF

reader happily wonders at his own
muddle-headedness. I have nothing but admiration for these clever

“The Corpse

men (and women) and the authors
who create them-—their logical,
methodical minds; their marvelous
pigeon-holing of details; all leave
me breathless and blushing with
compliments.

ta the

While I happen to be on this

Bedroom

subject now, I might as well add
an annihilative word for the de-

tractors of the mystery story
—the

type who sniff, “Oh, and do you
read that trash?” for all the world

Sleep, it is a

as though they had caught one perusing an illustrated edition of Kin-

blessed thing

sey or de Sade. If the authors of

by Larry Ruff

@ It’s a dreadful thing to have
to face, but the truth of the matter
is that I'm a hypocrite —at least, so

I'm told by my dearest friends and
most cherished enemies.

much of current fiction would
spend half of the ingenuity and
care on their products that the
thriller authors lavish on their
works, the average novel would be
a greater pleasure to read. What, I
ask you, could equal the secondlast chapter of the murder mystery, wherein the foul deed is traced from idea to detection in a bit
of prose that is a masterpiece of
conciseness and drama.
I must confess that what alcohol
is to the dispsomaniac and heroin

“Hah!” quoth they, with the hap-

to the hop-head, so are mysteries

py glee of the boy who has just

to me—without them I am defenseless against a cruel and wicked
world.

discovered where the Whitman’s
Sampler is hidden, “You pretend to
read the Great Books, and plume
yourself on knowing when to use
‘who’ and ‘whom’
— and just look
at these!”
The these referred to are the untidy piles of mystery stories which
litter my desk and lurk in the dark
corners of the lower shelf of my

bookcase, and which present in
runny, scarlet letters such remarks
as “horrifying,” “spine
- chilling,”
“blood curdling,” and “terrifying.”

The therapeutic value of the
thriller has its basis in the unhappy
circumstances that I have a good
deal of trouble getting to sleep. En-

viously I regard those chosen few
who collapse on a bed and directly snore contentedly in the sleep of
the just. I have tried every method
and every hare-brained formula I
have ever heard of to induce the
sandman to my wide open eyes,
but nothing seems to work.

and the packing system fills me
with a frustrating desire to book
passage on the next voyage of the
Constitution.

A more modern approach to
which I have had spasmodic recourse is that of relaxing the various parts of the body in succession, going, I imagine, on the theory that once every square inch of
skin is nice and comfy, sleep will
follow naturally. Now in theory this

may be just peachy, but in practice it is discouraging to discover
that the body resents such conserted efforts to divert it—the
throat, while being carefully tucked in, becomes suddenly parched;
the back begins to itch; and the
feet, when their turn finally comes,
respond by becoming icy cold.
These surly demands require procuring a glass of water and a blanket for the throat and feet, and a
brisk scratch on the door jam for
the back, after which I feel uncommonly energetic and ready for
a chat.
However, a few months back,
after courageously taking “Nil Desperandum” for my motto, I had a

sudden flash of inspiration and retired armed with the A B C Murders, by Agatha Christie. After

seventy-four pages and three murders, I felt deliciously somnolent;
fifty-seven pages later, when the
fourth body was discovered, I was
having difficulty focussing on the
print; and by the time I had been
told whodunit on page one hundred and eighty-four, I was so unconscious that I barely switched
out the light before joining Winken, Blinken, and Nod.
So, all fellow insomniacs, throw
away your barbituates; smash your
radios and slit the throats of your
night-blooming disc jockeys; scrap

The fact is that mystery novels

The hoary old methods of count-

are both an addiction and a therapy for me. As practically everyone who has ever read a mystery
knows, once one is begun, it cannot
be laid aside until the last corpse
has sagged to the floor and the

ing sheep or packing for Europe
(in which one mentally packs a
trunk for a trip to the Continent,
including everything from rum-flavored toothpaste to two sets of eve-

ning clothes) not only do not alle-

urges to do in Great-Aunt Lavinia,

villain

viate my insomnia—they worsen it.

but supply me with a big bowl of

led

away to the gallows

through the Socratic offices of some
all-seeing investigator,

while

the

your eyeshades, earplugs, foam pillows and electric blankets; and
grab a twenty-five cent chiller.
For myself, call me a sadist or
accuse me of having repressed

I lose count of the sheep, which

popcorn and an Agatha Christie,

necessitates starting all over again,

and let me snooze ‘til seven.
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Expressionism in Painting... .

Emotion, not reason, rules the modern

James J. Cullina, S.M.

@ No other art movement since
Cezanne has swept across the world
of art as has Expressionism. Not to
understand it is to be ignorant of
much of our modern and contemporary art. So important is it that
some authorities claim, and with
good reason, that Expressionism is
not a phase of “ism” of modern art;
it is modern art.
WHAT EXPRESSION IS

Before attempting to define Expressionism in painting, let us first
correct any mistaken ideas concerning the “newness of the movement. As an art movement it is

hardly half a century old. On the

other hand, as a special type of
art, it is centuries old. In other
words, artists of the past have produced works of the same quality or
characteristics as the art of today.

the

artist is

conveying to the

spectator."—H. Munsterberg.
In his book, Revolution And Tradition in Modern American Art,
Baur states:

(The Expressionists
) . . . distorted the visual world for a heightened emotional effect.
Thomas Craven gives the following definition:
“Given a genuine insight into the
world of every day experience, it
is possible for the artist to dispense with old forms and to
create directly, trusting to the .
pull of such impulses to follow
his sensations.”
Finally, listen to Sheldon Cheney:

“I consider Expressionism to be

However, let us return to the
main question: What do we mean

that movement in art which transfers the emphasis from_ technical display and imitated surface aspects of nature to creative

by Expressionism? In order to ar-

form; from descriptive and repre-

rive at a definition let us first ex-

sentative truth to intensified emo-

amine what some authors say on

tional expressiveness, from objec-

this subject:
“As the name implies, the empha-

sis is placed upon the expressive
rendition of the emotion which
20

tive to subjective and abstract
formal qualities.”

The reader will quickly detect
one word common to all of the

above definitions; we refer to the
word emotion or sensation. Briefly, Expressionism is the attempt to
transmit an emotion or a feeling.
Although this may sounda trifle
vague, Cheney says that we need
some general term to label collectively the emotional-formal tendencies of post-Impressionistic art:
“,.. it is purposely broad
enough to include those artists
who attempt abstract creation or

are wholly contemptuous of ‘the
trivial laws of nature, and those

who merely say that it makes no
difference how close to natural
aspects you come or how far you

distort if emotional intensification is your dominating concern.”
The statement brings us back to
our starting point, i.e., Expressionism is not new. In the past, artists
have attempted to convey their
emotions to others. At this point
some may ask: “Is not all art the

attempt to transmit feelings?” The
answer is an emphatic No. Many
artists of the past and our magazine

illustrators of the present, desire to
tell you a story, that is all.

If an

emotion is aroused, pleasure for
example, it is only accidental,

while with the Expressionists it is
his raison detre.
Speaking of a leading Expressionist’s portrait, one author exclaims:
“The style displayed here stands
in the great tradition of expressionistic art which had begun
with the Ottonian miniaturists
and the Romanesque sculptors
and culminated with Matthias
Grunewald.”
DISTORTION—AN OUTSTANDING
CHARACTERISTIC

What are some of the characteristics of Expressionism? We have
mentioned the most important one
above, distortion. Let us keep in
mind, however, that there are degrees of distortion, that is why we
can list both Van Gogh and Marin
as Expressionists, as well as the
creator of the famous glass windows in Chartres. The distortions

which the artist employs are no
longer used to achieve greater formal perfection but to intensify the
emotional experience. Speaking of
the Expressionistic Kokoschka’s
portraits, Munsterbery has this remark:

“Kokoschka

emphasized these

two features (the wrinkled face
and the sensitive hands) and
underplayed the rest of the composition just as Rembrandtmight
have done in order to bring out
the character of the sitter. In
doing so, he has distorted the
forms, thus creating a greater intensity of emotion that could not
have been achieved by mere
realism.”
After the first Matisse exhibition

in America, a critic had this to say:
But Matisse, like nearly all the
other very modern Frenchmen

feels that pull toward physical disTOON

In this country we had Max
Weber, Marsden Hartely and
Thomas Benton, who abandoned
abstract art before 1920 to become
Expressionists in a representation-

al vein. Baur says of them:
“The three were totally dissim-

ilar except in their general use
of free distortions for Romantic
ends.”
Finally, Rothschild, in
his
thought provoking book comments:
“Every picture that the Expressionist paints is a ‘self portrait.’
The object is distorted, disintegrated, or disrupted by the participating, self projecting, dynamic ‘transcendent subjects’.”
After all of the preceding, we
can state with certainty that distortion is an outstanding characteristic of Expressionism.
A DIFFICULTY

It is not easy to discover any

other general characteristic of this
movement. This difficulty may be
due in particular to one or both of

the following: (1) The label of
Expressionism has been applied, as
we have already seen, to almost all
work that has for its object, the

conveying of an emotion, and (2)
The movement cannot easily
traced

to

a

common

or

be

single

source.
“The banner of the Expression-

ists might easily be spread over
Cezanne, Van Gogh (rather by
virtue of his utter devotion to
paint as such than for subjective

expression), the Cubists who
searched as Picasso and Braque
did for a deeper structural expressiveness, the Vorticists seek-

ing the hot impressions of life
mated with Abstraction, and the
entire Matisse-Picasso development with its emotional art stripped of trivialities and inessentials—together with the vigorous
German, Russian and American
off-shoots of this French school,
and even a pale Cezannish reflection in England.”—S. Cheney.

Gardner maintains most of the
modern painters belong to one of
two main lines of descent with
many border-line cases:
“That represent two fairly coherent, contrasting points of view.
The two main lines are SeuratCezanne,

Picasso—the

cubists;

Munsterberg, on the other hand,
holds that the departure from natural appearance was to take two
roads: the first, essentially classical
continued in the direction of Cezanne and Seurat towards greater
formal emphasis, whereas the second followed Van Gogh and the
Norwegian painter, Edvard Munch,
toward greater expressiveness. According to the same writer:
“If Cezanne was the forerunner
of much of the painting of the

abstract school, it is the deeply
moving and highly emotional art
of Van Gogh and of the Norwegian painter, Edvard Munch,
which has inspired many of the
modern expressionists, for both
these artists paint what they feel,
instead of what they see as the
impressionists had done, orwhat
they know to be formally perfect as the abstractionists do.”
Rothschild maintains that Cubism was the leading style of French
Expressionism while the Italian version of it was Futurism. Cheney is
of the opinion that Neo-Impressionism, Cubism, Futurism, Synchromism were schools with particularized technical credos. They were doc-

trinaire groups tied to a method
while

Expressionism escapes any

such limitation of technique or method. His belief is that it is distinguished only by a difference in

approach to art broad enough to
include the emotionally expressive
artists out of all these other groups.
A PROBLEM UNSOLVED

Although the sum total of these
reflections is a trifle bewildering, I
think we can make two, simple observations.

First,

since

Cezanne

and Van Gogh, painting has experienced many changes. Second,

although artists have been influenced by these two men, the majority have gone their own individualistic way. Expressionists they all
may be but try to unearth some
common characteristics and you
will find yourself literally in a picture puzzle, with many widely dif-

ferent pieces to assemble into a
single design.

Perhaps it can be

Van Gogh-Gaughin-Matisse—the

done. I for one would like to see

fauves—the expressionists.”

rhee
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Llizabethian Social @ustome

A window on another century

by Joan Wallace

@ The period of English history
from 1485 to 1625 is called the
Tudor or the Elizabethan Age. It
was a period of transition during
which England became a modern
nation. Feudalism gave way to new
government and adifferent society.
The classes of society were no longer divided into lord and serfs, but
into gentlemen,

citizens, yeomen,

and artificers. Each class had its
part in developing the well-known
customs of that age. The class of

This new society, in its endeavor
to become modern, turned to a
material outlook. The middle class
rose to wealth, and farming became a trade. A broader conception of beauty and convenience became known. Society of all classes

held education in high esteem for
the first time in England’s history.
With these new high standards of
living came snobbery, ostentation,
and legal cruelty throughout the
country. These three factors af-

of discussion wherever men congregated, and a customary topic in
newsletters, broadsheets and writings of every kind.” Choice of
faith affected opinions on both political and spiritual matters. It influenced the habits of the day,
choice of friends, manner of speech,
and sometimes dress. Strict laws

were placed upon the Catholics.
They were not permitted to travel
far from their homes, and_ they
could live only on the fringe of

highest honor was that of gentle-

fected the lives of every person so

the academic world because they

men, which consisted of royalty,
noblemen, and officers of high
rank. The second class, known as
citizens or burgesses, served the
commonwealth by acting as officials or merchants. The third class,

strongly that history has recorded
them in great detail.

could not gain admittance to the
universities. Catholics lived outside
the ordinary life of the community
and were often suspected of disloyalty to the state; thus, they were
ruined politically.

Snobbery and legal cruelty played a great part in the religious lives
of Elizabethans. Indifference to re-

yeomen, represented the poor but
free men born in England. The

ligion was extremely rare, and tol-

artificer class, which was made up
of poor farmers or retailers who

rather than a virtue. Christina Hole

Regardless of religious standing
in the community, family prayer

said of sixteenth century religion,

was customary in most homes.

had no free land, was the lowest

“It was a fierce and vital flame that
illumined every phase of private

Large volumes of popular sermons

class of society, as there were no
slaves or bondmen.
22

erance was considered a weakness

and public life, a favorite subject

could often be found in private libraries. Theology was not only con-

and May Day became the chief

sidered the most important item in
every child’s education, but he was

the Elizabethan women an over-

done look. Jewelry, such as long

days of celebration. Such ceremo-

supposed to be able to discuss ser-

beads, large rings, and earrings,
was used in excess. High heeled
shoes, silk hose, lace, fur pieces,
gloves, and fans all came into fash-

nies, however, were frowned upon
by stern Puritans.

mons as an adult would. The religious training was done in the
home and in the church. Clergymen were required by law to instruct children, apprentices, and
servants in the teaching of the
Church of England on Sundays
after services. Laws were made
forbidding plays, card games, and
dice. Other laws requiring attendance at the Divine Service, public

ion during this period. The popular materials of both men and women’s clothing were silk, taffeta,
velvet, and brocaded satin. Men’s
clothing consisted of large capes,
short, balloon-type breeches with
white silk hose. Like the women,
they wore cuffs, ruffs, and ear-

fast days in time of trouble, and

rings. Although they did not wear

licensing of preachers were made.
The very strict laws to prevent
Catholics from practicing their religion were made only to be broken. Although harboring a priest

wigs, they wore beards in almost
every way imaginable. Most authors of this age believe the women
to have been more extravagant in
dress. Whether man or woman, it
seems that the Elizabethan, rich
or poor, loved fine fashion and
display.

was a felony, many wealthy families had their own chapels and
harbored priests for many years.
For this reason Catholics rarely
missed hearing Mass in spite of
laws forbidding it.
Religion did not restrict women
to merely raising a family, as it had
formerly. Although women were
still beaten by their husbands for
insubordination, they could exercise full municipal and parliamentary rights. Women of nobility,
property, or position could even
hold office. Most women obtained
a fairly good education, although
they were not yet admitted to universities. Foreigners were quoted
as saying that the Elizabthan Age
was “a paradise for women, a prison for servants, and a purgatory
for horses.”
The fashions of the day show
that, although it might have been
a paradise, it was an artificial one.

Women’s clothing was elaborate,
and styles were exaggerated. Dress-

es were styled with long, boned

This love of display was apparent in the hospitality and feasting
of the day. “The glory of hospitality was an Englishman’s boast.” It
was customary for the wealthy
households to give free food and
lodging to almost anyone who
came to their door. Large banquets
and extremely lavish foods were
fashionable among the upper class.
Although the lower class could not

enjoy banquets, they partook of
the great feasts that were popular
in those days. Church feasts and
the chief dates of the agricultural
year were traditionally celebrated
as holidays with drinking and dancing. Plough Monday, Halloween,

Other forms of entertainment
were the various popular sports.
There was a variety of outdoor

sports because farmers did not en-

close their property. Sports, such as
hunting, hawking, and fishing were
enjoyed primarily by men. Arch-

ery, which was not only a sport,
but a requirement by law, was the

national pastime for both men and

women. Lawn games, such as ten-

nis and bowls, became popular, especially among the upper class
who often had private courts and
alleys in their gardens. Watching
races or cock-fights was a favorite form of entertainment for all
classes. Indoor sports, although
more confining, were no less entertaining. The really beautiful balls
were held indoors and attended
only by the wealthy. However, the
peasants frequently danced in the

streets. All classes enjoyed card
playing, chess, dice, and dominoes.
The women, then as today, spent
much time concerning themselves
with pets, needlework, and gossiping.
In contrast with their jovial
sports were their miserable conditions of travel. It became custom-

ary, out of necessity, for Elizabethans to travel armed and in groups
for protection from highway robbers and bandits. Because of the

bad roads, journeys, if possible,
were made in the spring and summer. Traveling was usually done
on horseback because private
coaches were uncomfortable. The

poor either journeyed on foot or in
carriers. carts because few were
able to hire guides or horses.

bodices, long, gathered skirts, and
enormous sleeves. Necklines of the
unmarried women were very low,
while married women wore very
high ruffs at the neck. Different
hair styles were created with many
styles and colors of wigs and pieces
of false hair. Women of all classes

The poor were hampered, not
only in travel, but in education
also, by the lack of money. The
lower class obtained as much education as possible, but the lack of
education was not a disgrace. Poor
children were sent to the local
grammar school if they were not

used make-up, predominantly red

apprenticed, and the wealthy chil-

and white, although some disap-

dren frequently were sent to board-

proved. The use of accessories gave

ing schools. Grammar school edu-
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cation that customarily covered
eight years was scanty, and the
teachers were often cruel. The university instructors were not cruel,
but very strict. The students, who
represented every social class, usually entered the university at the
age of twelve. Although the classical curriculum was rugged, th

boys still found time for pranks.
If parents were concerned about
their children’s education, they
were doubly concerned about the
children’s marriages. Marriage was
a family matter rather than one of
romance. Parents often chose the
future spouse of their children before the children were out of the
nursery. The poorer class had greater freedom of choice because there
was no question of property that
greatly concerned the upper class.
The laws of England permitted
girls to marry at the age of twelve

and the boys at fifteen; however,
they were usually older by custom.
The couple were married by a
church authority. The feast following a simple ceremony wasa joyous occasion with family and
friends. The first few weeks the
couple spent with the girl's family
before settling down to routine
chores.
The married couple’s greatest
joy was their children. To be childless was a misfortune because large
families were customary. The christening ceremony, like the marriage
ceremony, was filled with tradition. The new-born infant was presented in church clothed in an embroidered linen shirt and wrapped

ents and teachers ruled in home
and school.
The homes in which these children were raised were, for the most
part, tall, stucco structures, elaborately trimmed with wood. Although they were beautiful, lack of
sufficient heat and light made them
uncomfortable. The Elizabethan
mode of living was not only uncomfortable, but also unsanitary.
Baths were taken infrequently, and
garbage was usually thrown out
into the streets. The furniture, like
the architecture of the age, was
beautiful; however, in most homes
it was sparse. Because rugs were
expensive, rushes were strewn on
the floor. Carpets were laid on
seats and tables. Tapestry or wood
paneling decorated the walls.
Beds, windows, and chimneys were
considered valuable personal property. Although women collected
silver and pewter platters, they
considered floral decorations a
luxury.
Flowers inside the home may
have been a luxury, but a formal

garden, usually of geometric design, was almost a necessity to be
fashionable. A herb or vegetable
garden was definitely a necessity.
In those unattractive but useful

gardens cooks raised food and
medicinal herbs and berries for the
family. The cooks were constantly

busy because the people ate large

amounts of meats and pastries at
every meal. The cooks and other
servants numbered between two
and three hundred in the wealthy

household. These servants were ex-

pected to keep the house and land
in proper order at all times to relieve their employers of any physical labor.
In most homes the entire household believed that witches existed
in large numbers. It was one of
the serious topics of the day that

was studied by learned men. The
law proclaimed sorcery a crime,
and many persons were put to
death for extraordinary use of
charms.
Although witches were supposed
to have inflicted serious illness, the
cause was probably unsanitary living conditions. People did not kill
bugs but cats and dogs to get rid
of infection. Cupping and bleeding
were popular, but inadequate, prescriptions for disease. The plagues,
smallpox, and rickets were prevalent at that time, but the plague was
the most deadly disease of all. It
was even deadly to those conceal-

ing the existence of the plague, for
English law states this punishment
for such an act, “. . . the man to be
hangit, the woman drownit.” When
death came, whether by disease of
other causes, there was a costly
funeral and much mourning over
the dead person. Even in mourning
it was customary to have a feast
and give presents to relatives and
friends.

Through the study of these social
customs of the Elizabethan Age
can be seen the truth of the words,
“The Elizabethans, as a_ nation,
though brilliantly intellectual, were

in a white chrism cloth. Afterwards,

in many respects immature, . .

there was a joyous celebration with
drinking, singing, and giving of
gifts to the mother and baby. During infancy the children were loved and cared for tenderly. It was
believed that charms worn by the
baby or mother would protect the
infant from sickness and the evils
of the witches. Infancy, however,
did not last long. Soon the young

As a nation they were thought to
be savages in lawmaking, imitators
in art and fashion, and believers of
many ridiculous facts. As individual people they are considered to
have been gay-hearted, witty, and
thoroughly alive in thought and
spirit. They were loyal to their
country, to superiors, and to one

children were thrust out into an

ple were quick to follow others, as

unhappy adult world in which they
were expected to act as adults. Al-

Such are the characteristics of the

though parents truly loved their

people who made the Elizabethan

children, they showed little out-

Age outstanding in customs, in politics, and in literature.

ward affection. Strictness of par-
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another. During that age the peocan be seen in their love of fads.
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